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Legapass raises €1M to secure the legacy of your passwords 

and cryptocurrencies! 
 

 

Legapass, a french start-up from Nice who developed a highly secured process for 
storage and transmission of digital heritage and credentials, has just raised €1 million 

in pre-seed. In our digitalised era, Legapass aims to democratise 2.0 legacy for 
individuals and professionals. 

 

Our accounts on social networks, mailboxes, photos, cryptocurrencies, the contents of our 

smartphone... What happens to  those data when we disappear? It continues to exist with 

Legapass. after us!   

  

To protect your credentials from hackers and not leave them abandonned to wrong persons, it's 

essential to anticipate while you are alive by securing them , otherwise it will be an ostacle race 

for your relatives. 

  

Accompanied by renowned investors such as Christophe Courtin, Laurent Caredda, Romain Vidal, 

Vincent Daffourd or Etienne Leroy, and supported by the BPI French Tech Seed fund, Legapass 

intends to impose its "100% Made in France" innovation on the French market, and then more 

widely in Europe in the upcoming years.   
  

While the startup has already gained the trust of its first individual and professional customers, 

this fundraising will enable its growth. In the upcoming months, the company already plans to 

recruit a dozen sales profiles and invest exponentially in Research & Development to perfect 

its technology and develop new services.  
  

Founded in Nice in the south of France at the end of 2021 by Jean-Charles Chemin, Adelina 

Prokhorova and Eric Maïda, Legapass has been marketing its services online since April 2022. 

Awarded by the French tech and labeled DeepTech via the Paca-Est incubator, Legapass is also 

a member of the “Fédération Nationale des Tiers de Confiance Numérique”. The startup already 

employs 15 people and has just joined the accelerator Allianz.  
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